2003 nissan altima fuel pressure regulator

Play Now. Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related
wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent,
pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. Tech Notes What does this mean? The auto repair
labor rates vary widely across the country, and even within the same city. How much do you
know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. The FRP sensor measures the pressure difference
between the fuel rail and atmospheric pressure. The FRP sensor nominal output varies between
0. The sensor can read vacuums and may lower the output voltage to slightly below 0. This
condition is normal and is usually the case after several hours of cold soak before the vehicle
dome light is turned on. The FP module is energized at the same time the dome light is
commanded on. A disabled or malfunctioning dome light does not affect the FP module control.
The PCM uses the FRP signal to command the correct injector timing and pulse width for
correct fuel delivery at all speed and load conditions. The FRP sensor, along with the fuel
volume regulator part of the fuel injection pump , forms a closed loop fuel pressure control
system. An electrically faulted FRP sensor results in the deactivation of the fuel injection pump.
Fuel pressure to injectors is then provided only by the FP module. When the fuel injection pump
is de-energized and the injectors are active, the fuel rail pressure is approximately 70 kPa 10 psi
lower than FP module pressure due to the pressure drop across the fuel injection pump. Thus, if
the FP module pressure is kPa 65 psi , then the fuel rail pressure would be approximately kPa
55 psi if the injectors are active. Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get
the P Ford code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine
Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 3. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the "Possible
Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for
damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins.
How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean?
The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's make and model, and even your
engine type. The FRP sensor measures the pressure difference between the fuel rail and
atmospheric pressure. The FRP sensor nominal output varies between 0. The sensor can read
vacuums and may lower the output voltage to slightly below 0. This condition is normal and is
usually the case after several hours of cold soak before the vehicle dome light is turned on. The
FP module is energized at the same time the dome light is commanded on. A disabled or
malfunctioning dome light does not affect the FP module control. The PCM uses the FRP signal
to command the correct injector timing and pulse width for correct fuel delivery at all speed and
load conditions. The FRP sensor, along with the fuel volume regulator part of the fuel injection
pump , forms a closed loop fuel pressure control system. An electrically faulted FRP sensor
results in the deactivation of the fuel injection pump. Fuel pressure to injectors is then provided
only by the FP module. When the fuel injection pump is de-energized and the injectors are
active, the fuel rail pressure is approximately 70 kPa 10 psi lower than FP module pressure due
to the pressure drop across the fuel injection pump. Thus, if the FP module pressure is kPa 65
psi , then the fuel rail pressure would be approximately kPa 55 psi if the injectors are active. Get
Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Ford code diagnosed by a
professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us
improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the
code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P Ford code? Have you replaced any
parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes.
Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Welcome to our ebay store! Buy with confidence! Seach your
car manual for correct Part Number,let your car looks extraordinary! Skip to main content.
Autodayplus followers autodayplus autodayplus's feedback score is Contact seller. Condition
see all. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format see all. All Listings. Best Offer. Buy It
Now. Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Show only see all. Returns
Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee. More
refinements Featured Items. All Auction Buy It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery
View. List View. For Honda Civic 1. For Cadillac Escalade 5. For 01 05 BMW i l6 2. Fits for Nissan
Rogue 2. Fits for Mitsubishi RVR 2. For Ford Escape 2. For 04 07 08 Ford Lobo 4. For Lincoln
Navigator V8 5. For Volvo XC90 L5 2. For Toyota Sienna V6 3. For Volvo S60 L5 2. Free shipping.
For Toyota RAV4 2. For 04 05 06 Chrysler Pacifica V6 3. For Hyundai Tiburon 1. For Toyota
Camry 2. For Jeep Grand Cherokee 3. For Buick Century V6 3. For Chevy Silverado 4. For
Toyota Avalon 3. For 03 04 05 06 Kia Sorento V6 3. For Toyota Tacoma 2. Results Pagination Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 The Nissan Altima is a mid-size automobile manufactured by Nissan, and
is arguably a continuation of the Nissan Bluebird line, which began in I drove the car home from
the accident scene. After returning from the Panel Beater the car refuses to start. It Cranks but
wont start as the injectors wont open. But still cranks act like it wants to but wont start. Any
body hve any suggestions besides trashing it. Yep, I also have a similar issue. Had missfire

issues from blown head gasket. Prior to replacing the head gasket we replaced the injectors,
coil packs, spark plugs, o2 sensors, cam sensor. After replacing the gasket I tested
compression and had no issues there. Didnt want to start at all. However it started after
unpluging the cam sensor and ran perfect unless you gunned it I thought maybe the vvt
solenoid wasnt getting oil pressure. Sure enough, we were missing the O ring that goes there.
Now we have no spark. And its also not starting with cam sensor unplugged. Coil packs have
power and ground but not seeing anything from ecu triggering the coils. Ecu does connect and
communicate perfect. If I anyone has any ideas let me know. Show 3 more comments. Now here
is how it all works according to the SM:". The ECM activates the fuel pump for several seconds
after the ignition switch is turned on to improve engine startability. If the engine speed signal is
not received when the ignition switch is ON, the engine stalls. The ECM stops pump operation
and prevents battery discharging, thereby improving safety. The ECM does not directly drive the
fuel pump. Then if still no error found you need to check the ECM. Without sending you on a
wild goose chase I recommend that you check the fuel pump fuse see image for loaction.
Checked fuse it's good changed relay nothing changed pump nothing was getting code and but
car was still running. When I shut it off and then back in again the problem would go away do u
think those codes have anything to do with no fuel cause it starts if I spray starting fluid. Same
problem? Same engine? Give us a bit more information. I have the same problem with a Nissan
Altima 2. Sometimes it starts sometimes it doesn't. I have a similar issue on a nissan sentra 1.
Pulled fuel line of at fire wall and fuel pours out but seems weak. I've tried 2 fuel pumps, fuel
pump relay, plugs, coils, crank and camshaft sensors all out of another running sentra and even
an ecm, and still nothing? OK easiest answer is if you don't hear the fuel pump prime. Then
suspect bad fuse or pump. Check fuse box either in car or under bonnet hood. If fuse is good,
chance are your pump is bad. Air isn't the issue, spark probably isn't the issue. If it is a fuel
injected car, turn key on as you would to prime it, then turn off. Bad pump, if fuel dribbles out
but not under pressure as it should be, bad pump. Change out pump. If fuel comes out under
pressure, tighten nut. Turn ignition on, as you would to prime pump, then off again. If
pressurised, then your pump is prob on the way out or just silent. Check fuel filter, could be
clogged, change it out and try to start, if starts. I'd order a new pump anyway. If doesn't start,
bad pump. Duane Donaldson. There are so many people helping with their experiences and
throwing parts at their cars, lets start with a real world back yard mechanic diagnosis without a
scan tool and no experience. Can you run power, 12 volts to the connector back at the fuel
pump correct wire of course and see if it will work and start the car. We will work our way back
to the fuel pump relay as the computer controls the input to the relay as the computer also
needs to see certain items working prior to letting the car start, you say if you spray in some
form of fuel, the engine will start, this does point to a fuel related problem. Do you have a volt
meter to check for power and grounds at the fuel pump connector while trying to start the car?
Wade moe Im not sure if it is the same on the but on a there is also a ignition relay that is
behind the sterio mounted to floorboard if you lay in pass side and look behind radio you can
see it but is pretty hard to get to. Ground a test light and with key in on position probe the 4 pin
connectors and one should make the fuel pump run if so change this relay and you should be
fine. Psâ€¦ this relay controlls fire to the distributor as well as fuel pump so if it has no spark or
fuel it would be my first guess. Derek Lynch. Alright , Ive seen this over and over and over and
everyone always throws parts at the problem without knocking wtf is going on really, turn the
key to the on position , is the theft light flashing? What code would that pull up. I'm just
curiouse, and how do you get your car to learn the key again? Craig Oertel fouamerican. First,
check the battery power for its full potential power. Test, battery. If results from test say battery
is:Good, then crank the engine and hold down the gas pedal. If car still does not start, visually
inspect the fuses. Focus on the fuel pump areas. I'm having issues with my maxima not
starting. It cranks and starts after getting a bit and I think holding down or pumping gas pedal
helps it start. I noticed you mentioned to hold down gas pedal so I was wondering if you might
know where the problem may be coming from if pressing down the pedal helps to start engine?
I had my problem with my car Nissan sunny blue bird sylphy no sparks going through spark
plugs what's the problem. Rennae Y Ford-Jones rennae1. Andy Andy. I have Nissan Altima and
placed all new parts including new fuel pump and fuel filter and spark plugs and altinatar and it
want start HELP.! Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 7. I also have
this problem with my Nissan Altima. Did you find a solution? I Dont know what else to, any
advise? Scan it for codes. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen
Solution. Now here is how it all works according to the SM:" The ECM activates the fuel pump
for several seconds after the ignition switch is turned on to improve engine startability. Was this
answer helpful? Score 5. Oldturkey, I have the same problem with a Nissan Altima 2. I'd say

crank angle sensor. It can only be one of 3 things, fuel, air or spark! Wait ten to 15 minutes.
Then crack that nut again, should still be pressurised, if not bad pump. Score 3. Ware is full
filter located qwest mini van gxe. Duane Donaldson Rep: 3. Wade moe Rep: 25 1. Score 2. Derek
Lynch Rep: 13 1. Score 1. You're the man. That solved it! Craig Oertel fouamerican Rep: 1 3 1.
Score 0. How did you fix it i have same car and problem. Change the crank sensor. Crank
sensor change it. I changed it nothing. Also cam sensors fuel pump all the ignition coils and
plugs. Rennae Y Ford-Jones rennae1 Rep: 1. Thank you for your help. I had to replace the fuel
pump. Andy Andy Rep: 1. I believe it's the fuel pressure regulator, not the pump or relay or
fuseâ€¦. Thank you i will let my friend know when he comes back to work on it. Add your answer
mitchell1 will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The Nissan Altima is a mid-size automobile
manufactured by Nissan, and is arguably a continuation of the Nissan Bluebird line, which
began in Started car, went in reverse and when put car in drive car limped and no acceleration.
Car check engine light came on. Car slowly rolled until I parked it again. Rested car for several
minutes and started again and was able to accelerate to get home. Check engine light stays on.
Could it be bad gas, clogged fuel filter? I have a with the 2. And the code that comes up says I'm
getting high fuel pressure which I don't understand I put a new fuel pump in it and done a lot of
work to it so any suggestions or help will be greatly appreciated. Aits the electronic box in
transmission. When you turn car off it resets it. My Nissan had the same problem. Factory
defect needs to be replaced. My wife had this problem with her car, the vehicle is in "limp Mode"
its because it is detecting a critical problem with your vehicle. Show 8 more comments. Your
check engine light means that there is an error code stored that will tell you where the issue is.
Nissans will go into a "limp home" mode that limits the engine RPM if certain codes are
detected to allow you to drive the vehicle to a safe location before shutting it off. I'm assuming
this is what has happened with your vehicle. You need to plug an OBDII code reader into the
plug located somewhere under your dash near the steering column and find out what the error
code stored is, then do a search on that code to find out what error it represents, then on that
code and your specific vehicle to find more information. The way it works is that you give them
a deposit that is quite a bit more than what the scanner is worth, use it, and then return it to
them for a full refund of your deposit. If you don't wish to do that yourself, pretty much every
auto repair shop offers a service to diagnose check engine lights. I have replaced accelerator
pedal,throttle position sensor and map sensor. Is the car running correctly now? If so. You can
start your car , then turn it off wait 5 mins or so turn your car back on but dont start it yet, shift
threw all your gears to make sure it goes into each one and the start your car and it should reset
the check engine light. I have a Nissan sentra,i cld be on motion driving perfectly well then all of
a sudden it stops accelerating and moving slugishly the engine still,then i stop turn off the
engine,take off the negative battery terminal head and place it back after few minutes and its
back to normal and after a long while it does same again bt no sign shows on the dash. Show 7
more comments. Take the car to an Auto Zone and get a free computer readout to tell you
what's going on with the engine. Then you'll be much better armed to know what to do. Until
then you're just guessing with a very expensive piece of machinery. Hi, I have a question about
my nissan maxima, it lags when I accelerate, is this the same problem? Show 3 more
comments. Hi, just went through a similar problem with a 06 Sentre were the accelerator would
have zero response when in Drive or Reverse. We found our problem to be a bad alternator it
was charging some, but not correct. In our situation the problem was evident with the lights on
and ran fine with them off. Something about the voltage being flaky. Just happened today, I will
check my alternator. Car would not start after I turn it off on an 06 Murano. I have similar
problem I drove my Nissan Pathfinder to Wal-Mart, it was fine but making my way home My
MPH, oil gauge, gas gauge all starts to flicker and back and forth motion while moving slow The
alternator, battery, and starter are all replaced and brand new I did smell some electrical
burning. Help me please. Me too. I can start my nissan altima and drive it for 30 miles and then it
stalls the engine and the dash lights flucker and i have replaced crankshaft and camshaft
sensors but still having the problem. Now what it might be is the alternator? More than likely it
is a possitive wire coming from alternator and its touching something very hot and shorting out
could just be bad wire or wire has become overheated and rubber cover has come off of the
wire. Show 4 more comments. Dwayne S. I have same problem in my quest van. The box in
transmission has a recall. What it does is if one tire is on ice and the other tire is on dry ground
it locks everything out engine,trans. When I start to drive van it will be locked out. You need to
put it in park shut it off wait 2 seconds then restart it. It will be fine. A lot of issues with the CVT
has to do with dirty fluid. Here is a link to see a pic. My car was in that anti theft mode and now
every time I put it in drive or reverse I can not give it no gas it just rolls and this is the 1st time
this ever happened. The same thing happened to me, infinity nissan cars in , most likely the
oxygen sensor or the MAF mass airflow sensor, sometimes with the toggling on and off the car

can run normally, it does not happen again when I clean the MAF sensor and check connection
of the two sensors. Sandy Stanek furbal Wait 5 seconds then turn off. Next start your vehicle as
usual. It may or may not fix the problem, but it should let you drive home or to your Nissan
service center. I dismantled my nissan maxima and found one of ring packs broken so I
changed the cvt chain completely. Fix the tranny but still, emmediately I put the car into either
reverse or drive, no acceleration and car is unable to move. I can't go over rpm, changed the
throttle body and fuse box, but it keep breaking the fuse and go back to the same issue. Any
suggestion? But the only difference is I was getting low on fuel on my way home the other night
and my gas light came on this is my first time to let it get this low. It ran fine all the way home
with the gas light on and so I decided to get gas the next day. Usually I park underneath the
carport at my apts but they were all taken so my car sat all day out in the hot sun until around 4
pm the next day when I decided to go get gas and go to the store. The car started fine and drove
fine until I was almost out of my apt complex. Then it went into limp mode I just thought I was
out of gas so I crawled to the gas station across the street and got got gas. The car started
again and drove fine all the way to the store and almost to my apts and then poof limp mode
acting up again gas pedal goes to floor and nothing. It I let it sit the gas pedal will work it will
back up but when I put it in drive the gas pedal goes to the floor like it isn't even attached it
doesn't do anything. And that is where I am oh I might mention the check engine light never
came on the whole time until when I got home from the grocery store and kept messing with it
putting it in park starting it backing out and putting in drive one time I gave it gas and it jerked
really bad. I am 66 years old and am worrying it is the fuel pump cause if that is it I am going to
be with out a car I cannot afford the cost of that. I have had several people tell me to get the
meter I know I can get the meter but to ease my mind I thought someone may of had the same
problem nd give me some hope that it isn't going to be a dollars job. Everytime I have gone to a
mechanic the bill always comes out to over dollars and I don't know if they are being honest.
Thank please don't answer with check the code I know that. Please help! Also, it accelerates
while you throttle but as soon as you stop throttling, same problem occurs. What is solution.
Samuel from Nigeria. Your car was in limp mode due to "empty gas" signal. Well, a lesson
learned incident. Please please Will abs sensor prevent this I do have the transmission speed
sensor code although nissan told those sensors are just secondary for and sensors any
insight? Please My Nissan Altima model will not accelerate, and can't move forward when I
engaged forward, but move at reverse, just change camshaft sensor and fuse box but doesn't
move forward, please advise me on what to do, Ola, from Nigeria. Ernesto Diaz Cevallos. Hi, I
just went to the exactly same problem. The problem is the alternator. These cars rely too much
in electronical parts that need precise voltage in order to work properly; when the alternator is
not working, these parts go after battery power to keep working, but, because the alternator is
not working correctly and not charging the battery either, the battery will drain and it will cause
a complete failure; with all the warning lights turning on and off, flickering until the car turns off.
The best you can do, If you can still start the car, go directly to a repair shop and be ready to get
a new alternator and probably a new battery they can try to recharge the battery but make sure
it is done in a battery charger and not with the new alternator, that will stress him and shorten
its lifespan. Janice basch. My Nissan Altima it's start an idel but if you mash the gas pedel it
does nothing rave up or thing what could it be. I have Nissan dayz and have same problem error
detected is throttle error I changed it but same problem what should I do please answer. Wrong
question. For a week now the fuel gauge reads no gas and gas light is on. And under my
mileage dte blinks off and on. I shut off turn key on. Fast and it would ready fuel.. I turned it off
in driveway earlier. And now it will crank but wont start.. It always started right up. Not now. But
i can hear the fuel pump come on. Allison it sounds like your cars out of fuel. Also if the car is
out of fuel dont keep priming the pump by turning the key on and off. The pump is actually
cooled by being immersed in fuel and if theres no fuel the pump will overheat and burn out.
Shego Jego. I have same problem with my Nissan Murano , the throttle does not respond. But
when i park the car for about 15mins it picks up again. I've had it scanned and the code says
throttle sensors. Hadbit changed but same issue still. I'm looking at other pressure sensors to
figure out where this is coming from. Please help I have a Nissan Murano when I turn right or
left it gets stuck an wont go forward or backward. Marc Lynch marcos The car accelreated fine
before the sensors replacement My Nissan Pathfinder will not do anything when I push on the
accelerator sometimes and the rpms are not moving at all either. Their are no check engine
lights that come on, so I have no clue of what to do. Any suggestions? Bimbola Oladimeji.
Please my nissan quest is not accelerating when on drive, i want to know if it is connected to
the amplifier because the music system has stopped working. Pls help. Aaron Gonzalez
adangonzalez. Check engine light turns on for both o2 sensors when throttle looses
communication with the computer on the scanner. Bought a junk yard throttle body still does

the same thing send the computer to get it checked out and it was fine. I literally rewired the
harness from the throttle to the ecm. It still does the same thing. Runs then it feels as if the
throttle doesn't respond intermittently. Like I said on the scanner it shows both throttle sensor
voltage responding the same with the accelerator pedal but then it wont. I'm just thinking on
buying a new one but I don't want to risk it. I know for sure the pedal is fine because the
scanner is reading the voltages pressed and depressed. But not the throttle. You guys are
wasting your money buying all these new parts invest in a good OBdii scanner and resolve
issues by locating exactly where the problem is. My car was running like crap and I cleared the
Body codes and boom took off like a stallion! Marquetta Allen. My 04 Nissan murano will not
accelerate I was pulling out the yard it backed up fine I stop to talk to someone all of a sudden I
smell a unusual smell like something burnt and smelly I put it in in drive to go and it would
barely move I try to back up and it did the same what could that possibly be I never a had no
signs of transmission shifting badly or anything. I have the same issues with my 09' Murano.
Goes into Drive but just revs up but doesn't move. Same with reverse. Did u ever find the
answers? Pls tell me this isn't so!! I'd like to add to my last comment:. I didnt have this issue til I
used a sealant spray to fix a cracked head issue. Are u supposed to change the transmission
fluid after this job or does this have nothing to do with the 1st problem? Pls help.. The same
slowing happens, take the battery cable off to reset the car, and it works for a week or more.
Taken to a couple of shops, just to keep local economy going thanks nissan , and one of them
says we need a new transmission and other says it could be a loose wire. Nissan Altima, Versa,
Rogue are known to have fuel problems and transmission. But this is not our case We have not
drove the car for long distances, knowing the issues, so the transmission fluid has not gotten
hot enough for this issue. I have read multiple stories of people disconnecting the battery to get
more "life" out of the short driving period, but no one has come up with a solution. Hope you
have cliffs where you are located, if not you are screwed because the cars won't make it for a
long drive! Please help i have a nissan Quest he stop accelerating can't take off even when you
push the pedal but after and the check engine light is on please let me know what to do. Ike
gossry. I drive a Nissan Tiida 07 in Nigeria. After a day without a solution from the auto
electrical guys Who says it 'll normalize, I had to read up issues and solution on this platform, I
read over hours and it was worth it. Thankfully amongst many suggestions, balancing and
tightening a loose battery head solved it. I realised that the car needed constant current flow to
function well. If u 've limp issues, don't replace parts in a hurry, checkout for loose wires first. I
have a Nissan murano and its throwing codes p p p and p Now my issue is when I turn the car
on with it in park I can rev it all I want however long I want but the seccond I put It in gear i loose
throttle response. I've replaced the app and its still doing the same thing. Its ny only
transportation and I got it from a buy here pay here and they are not willing to work with me. I've
seen on here some people have similar issuissued none of which are solved. Seen this and
thought I'd just add just because it's still on here. I'm having the same problem. Going to
change o2 sensor. I tore wire when putting tranny in. Ran for awhile now acting retarded.
Rattling sounds like flex plate. But I know it's the timing been off due to o2 sensor. I'm driving a
02 Infiniti Qx4. Just swap trans. This was after lots of trouble shooting. The car would accelerate
and then lul for a few seconds and accelerate normally. Only from a dead stop. The ECM was
bad. Now it has plenary of power and is running fine. The issue im dealing with today is a
Nissan Versa with a 1. You people changing O2 sensors, cam sensors, etc are typically wasting
money and time. You Must check your Codes and even that may only be an indicator towards
the real issue: A bad sensor may only be a wire or a bad ground if several codes are showing up
typically indicates bad alternator, ECM or simply a bad wire somewhere. Sensors have an OHM
range and can easily be tested! Every car should have this built in, in my opinion! Simply
unplug it; car will run rough but it will start! Simple fix is to run a wire to engine and body from
Negative battery post! There are two wires connecting to starter, actually the solenoid, Big wire
is to activate turn the starter but the little wire needs power to activate the solenoid which
allows power to flow through a disk which gets pushed onto the Big cable from battery to the
braided wire to the starter itself. Put car in neutral and rock it to release a starter benzoid from
the flywheel, pound on a gas tank with a 2x4 to free a stuck fuel pump- Dodge recommends half
tank of gas to keep fuel pump cool! Christalyn Thompkins. Is my Trans in Limp Mode??? You
will need to have the proper OBDii code reader to reset those codes. You may still have air in
the system, and potentially a relearn procedure may be necessary altho that is a guess. If your
vehicle is throwing codes it will place the car in limp mode. This is not ; If you use the wrong
type of transmission fluids you Will cause problems and potential damage. Crystal Burg. Just
revs up but dont move. I'd like to point out I didnt have this problem til I had a cracked head
problem fixed with this sealant as shown in pic. Do u think these 2 problems are linked or this
acceleration problem is separate. Since we did see the oil was milky too. Any suggestions

please?? Highly unlikely since 3 systems would have to intermix in that case. This is a simple
issue of linkage not connected during repair, a bent pin, codes keeping it in limp mode and you
must clear them, also Check transmission fluid levels. Perhaps a connector pin was bent when
the reconnecting the harness during repair or antifreeze is shorting a connector out of it
sprayed anywhere from a leak. You May need a throttle relearn procedure or the likes. I suspect
the head gasket issue and fix is a more serious problem and the ECM likely put it in limp mode
due to a misfire if coolant was getting into firing chamber. You may need a better fix but who
knows that stuff may last a couple yearsâ€¦. Daniel Severs. Can someone help me out when
your car was in the lock mode when you had to wiggle the steering wheel because I never had
this problem when I put my car in drive it just rose same as reverse Also it doesn't show up like
the P does for parking Can someone please help me like what do I do. I have Nissan Altima S 2.
Just want to say that in my case, i asked an auto electrician to check, and it was the gas
butterfly sensor issue. I wasn't there when he fixed it but my car is accelerating very well now.
Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Mary Rep: 2 2 1. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score The All-New.
The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this answer helpful? I also
have a nissan sentra that will not accelerate past rpm. Score 6. They will only give to the code
witch work in some cases. Mine is doing the same thing, but check engine light. Score 5.
Dwayne S Rep: 85 2. Score 4. Would this cause me to lose power as well. Have 06 Altima 3.
Score 2. Sandy Stanek furbal17 Rep: 25 1. Thanks, worked for me. Fix the tranny but still,
emmediately I put the car into either reverse or drive, no acceleration and car is unable to move
Any idea buddies?? Score 1. Ernesto Diaz Cevallos Rep: 13 1. Janice basch Rep: 1. My maxima
stopped running and will not even go into gear HELP. Score 0. Shego Jego Rep: 1. I am have
same issues with murano Please his did you resolve. Solved by gauging the transmission fluid
simple. Marc Lynch marcos23 Rep: 1. Bimbola Oladimeji Rep: 1. Aaron Gonzalez adangonzalez
Rep: 1. Those new parts installed my have a relearn process for your particular vehicle!
Marquetta Allen Rep: 1. Please help I need answers now. If your ignition coils are bad, the car
will not accelerate. The transmission was replaced with the recall. We have had the TCM
reprogrammed. Then afterwards other dealer s said to replace it After reading all these
complaints with no solutions. So is the solution to keep disconnecting the battery? Had oil
changed right before. John did you figure out what this problem was? Ike gossry Rep: 1. Break
lights work. No bad fuses. New battery. Cleaned the intake manifold. Im stumped. I have the
same problem. EastCoastCanMan Rep: 8 2 2. Dont change parts without testing codes. Hope
this helps some, but may generate new questions to your issues. Christalyn Thompkins Rep: 1.
Crystal Burg Rep: 1. Engine Oil was milky? You may need a better fix but who knows that stuff
may last a couple yearsâ€¦ Please give feedback! Daniel Severs Rep: 1. Add your answer Mary
will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2005 corolla belt diagram
2000 chevy s10 fuel filter location
2003 toyota tundra fuse box diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these

questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

